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Abstract: This study presents the categorical formation of
a set of Mandarin color terms on the International Com-
mission on Illumination (CIE) 1931 chromaticity diagram
across six luminance levels. This article conducted a
study that employed 44 native Mandarin speakers to per-
form a force–choice sorting task. The Mandarin color
terms for sorting were determined by a free-recall pretest
and are consistent with basic color terms proposed by
Berlin and Kay. The square-sampled stimuli were gener-
ated by evenly sweeping the x–y diagram of 5, 10, 25, 50,
100, and 170 cd/m2 planes. The categorical sorting
results and response time (RT) measurements suggest
that: (1) the concepts of green, blue, purple, and gray sta-
bly exist at most luminance levels. The voting RT for the
green, blue, and purple categories is particularly short.
(2) Red, orange, yellow, and pink are highly luminance-
dependent; these can be identified without difficulty only
at some restricted luminance levels. (3) The chromaticity
areas designated as orange, partial yellow, red, and pink
are recognized as brown when the luminance level
decreases. (4) Brown and gray serve as representations of
two distinct tints in the low saturation condition. (5) The
location of boundaries between blue and green are
remarkably different than those in a similar study that
employed Japanese speakers. � 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Col Res Appl, 36, 449 – 461, 2011; Published online 12 August 2011 in

Wiley Online Library (wileyonlinelibrary.com). DOI 10.1002/col.20638
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INTRODUCTION

The mind is fundamentally able to process vast informa-

tion categorically, and this many-to-one mechanism also

functions in color perception. Various color experiences

are induced by the combination of visible wavelengths

with infinite possibilities, but the visual system treats this

changing continuum discretely by specifically sorting

color stimuli into various qualitative categories.1

Between-category color discriminations are more accurate

and efficient than equivalent within-category discrimina-

tions.2–4 Distinguishable color categories in the human

perception system are limited in number; there are about

200 distinct steps,5 or 120–150 just noticeable differen-

ces1 across the visible spectrum. This categorical effect is

also apparent in color memorization.3,6–8

The number of color categories at the linguistic level is

even more restricted than at the visual discrimination

level. Linguistic color categories can be designated by

monolexemic terms like red, green, yellow, and blue.9,10

Color category terminology is an important issue in lin-

guistic and cognitive science.11,12 Berlin and Kay estab-

lished a pioneering theory of basic color terms by con-

ducting an anthropological survey; they propose 11 com-

mon color terms that are widely used across cultures.13

These universal color terms in English are black, white,

red, green, yellow, blue, orange, purple, pink, brown, and

gray. This color sequence is based on the developmental

order of the terms. This universalist view of the usage of

color terms, involving a belief in profound common

ground that connects human cultures and minds, has been

observed in a variety of disciplinary studies, including

cross-culture surveys,4,14–18 free color-naming tasks,9,10,17

developmental studies,19–22 and psychophysics and physi-

ological experiments,9,23–30 despite the continued exis-

tence of opposing, relativist arguments.31–33 These two

opposing stances in linguistic anthropology—universalist

and relativist—engage in intense debate regarding the
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dominant hierarchy of language and thought.12,31,34 The

universalist view holds that language is a limited semantic

palette shaped and restricted by human cognition. The

range of color categories are projected from the universal

color foci and therefore located in similar positions in

color space across world languages. In contrast, the rela-

tivist view denies the universal foci theory and argues that

language shapes thought. According to this view, color

categories are defined at their boundaries by local lan-

guage conventions and may vary widely across cultures.32

Recently, a third theory has arisen, which claims that

color naming reflects optimal or near-optimal divisions of

the irregularly shaped perceptual color space.11,35 This hy-

pothesis seems to be confirmed by tests of the hidden

consensus of world color survey (WCS).35

Color naming and categorization are topics of intense

investigation in part because color is a salient visual fea-

ture in most human cultures. Additionally, the ‘‘thought’’

of color can be scientifically defined in the chromaticity

space through standard measurement techniques. In other

words, the appropriate experimental survey can convert

the color semantics from the linguistic domain to the

physical domain. To gauge the corresponding chromatic-

ity range of the color term, two methods, free naming

method (the unconstrained method36) and sorting method

(the constrained method36), are frequently adopted. These

two methods probe very different aspects in color naming

and categorizing issue.

The free naming method can collect a large, diverse amount

of color name data,9,10,17,18,37,38 whereas the sorting method

specifically focuses on mapping the corresponding chromatic-

ity range of the color terms in question.18,36,39 In a free naming

task, participants are usually instructed to use freely monolexe-

mic color term9,37 to name the present color stimulus. The fre-

quency counts of free naming results reveal the dominant color

names used in a culture. For instance, Boynton and Olson used

naming method to confirm the perceptual salience of the 11 ba-

sic color terms13,29 out of various color terms produced by their

participants.

In a typical sorting task, also called the constrained

method,36 participants are given a set of color terms as

options for classifying the presented color stimulus.

Methodologically, the sorting task uses force–choice

tasks and systematic stimuli sampling, which can effi-

ciently bridge each color term and its corresponding area

in the chromaticity coordinate. The color terms used

would vary depending on the purpose of the study. Boy-

nton et al. used four perceptually unique colors, red,

green, yellow, and blue as dependent factors in access-

ing the perception of stimuli, and they determined the

relation between the characteristics of color vision and

these colors.25,28 The results indicated that the colors of

the opponent color pair, red and green, and yellow and

blue, were rarely identified together when describing the

color stimulus. Besides the set of unique colors, the 11

basic color terms were widely adopted as sorting options

in related studies due to their generality among human

cultures.9,16,29

Over decades of color-naming data collection, mapping

basic color terms on the Munsell 330-colors palette across

different languages has been executed and integrated. This

comparative result is known as WCS.40,35 The remarkable

cross-culture surveys provide empirical evidence for establish-

ing psycho-anthropological theories regarding the relation

between color perception and language development. How-

ever, the environmental lighting in the earlier studies was not

finely controlled, and their stimuli were reflective materials,

which increase the difficulty of generalizing the naming behav-

ior in following color studies and applications. Although many

recent studies specified stimuli on the standard color space, the

detailed experimental settings are diverse and consequently the

cross-comparison among their results seems to be inappropri-

ate. For instance, Lin et al. adopted Inter Society Color Coun-

cil- National Bureau of Standards (ICCS-NBS) samples on

glossy papers as stimuli and used both free naming and sorting

methods. Their color terms for sorting were adopted from a

previous free naming task instead of known basic color

terms.36 Guest and Larr10 used cathode ray tube (CRT)-

displayed stimuli and free naming method and plotted the

naming responses on Lu0v0 space. Their study found a signifi-

cant pattern in the behaviors of color naming, which reveals

the forming structure of color categories within individual. Shi-

noda et al. used CRT-displayed, regular-sampled stimuli and

sorting method to construct the corresponding range of main

color categories (the 11 color terms).39 Overall speaking, stud-

ies from linguistics tradition tend to use color chips with

unspecified light source as test materials. Studies in color

science domain are more sophisticated in color specifications,

but tend to overlook the psychological/cognitive constraints on

the basic color terms. The experimental settings used by

Shinoda et al. provide a reasonable bridge to link these two

camps. Their results, while obtained from limited number of

observers, also serve as a reference to which the color categori-

zation behavior of other language speakers can be compared.

The purpose of this study is to demarcate the chromaticity

range of the classic 11 color terms in Mandarin speakers.

Moreover, the results would be compared with that of Shino-

da’s Japanese data. A sorting experiment was executed to

specify basic color terms in the International Commission on

Illumination (CIE) 1931 x–y chromaticity diagram (same as

Shinoda et al.). Stimuli were square-sampled that vary across

six different luminance (L) planes and vary in three percep-

tual dimensions: lightness, saturation, and hue. The effect of

stimuli luminance and purity, which are related to perceptual

dimensions of lightness and saturation, are examined for

their potential interactions with color naming and categoriza-

tion.10,11,39 The observers are all native Mandarin speakers

who use traditional complex Chinese characters. The bound-

ary between categories and each focal color,14 or centroid

color,26,37 is the most representative exemplar within a color

category and is demarcated and compared with those in stud-

ies of similar experimental design. The dependent variables

are sorting items and response time (RT), which are submit-

ted to serve indexes of central tendency (mode) and task dif-

ficulty, respectively. Similar measurements are sometimes

collapsed to be unitary indexes such as ‘‘codability’’ or
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‘‘nameability,’’ which typically represent the observers’ con-

sensus and dispersion.9,10,17,41

The Mandarin translation of each basic color term is

actually a thorny problem in this study, due to wide var-

iance in Mandarin color terms across region, time, and

speaker. In Berlin and Kay’s early survey on the develop-

ment of color terms in worldwide languages,13 Mandarin

has only four chromatic color terms in English: red,

green, yellow, and blue. However, a recent study refutes

this finding and provides evidences of a greater variety of

color terms in use.18 There is currently no consensus on

the conventional usage of color terms in contemporary

Mandarin. Therefore, it is inappropriate to assign basic

color names simply by following an existing dictionary.

Additionally, the definitions of color terms in Chinese are

more ambiguous than in English. There are diverse word-

ing choices to describe the same color category. For

example, the brown category can be conveyed by distinct

terms like ‘‘Ka-fei’’ (the phonic translation of cof-

fee), ‘‘Tsong’’ (palm fiber, coir), or ‘‘He’’ (tan).

Similarly, multiple color categories can be expressed with

identical color terms. The ancient polysemous term

‘‘Ching’’ can refer to blue, green, and sometimes black.

Although there are some studies concerning the usage of

basic Mandarin color terms,17,18,36 the translations were

unfortunately not consistent, particularly for nonlandmark

basic terms like those excluding red, green, yellow, and

blue. The term pink can be translated in two different

ways: ‘‘Fen-Hong’’17 and ‘‘Tao.’’18 Brown can

be both ‘‘Tsong’’17 and ‘‘He,’’18 and orange can be

Ju17 and Cheng.18 To address this problem, the

study first conducted a free-recall survey for filtering

the current conventional Mandarin color terms. Only the

terms that emerged most frequently from the empirical

pretest were used as options in the sorting experiment.

METHOD

Experimental Design

A color sorting experiment using stimuli at six lumi-

nance (L) levels—5, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 170 cd/m2—is

conducted to specify the range of major color categories

on the CIE1931 chromaticity diagram. The sorting work

is the force–choice task. Participants view the color stim-

ulus under controlled viewing conditions, and then sort it

into one of the 12 given color categories. In addition to

the sorting items, RT is also recorded, because it reveals

meaningful information about task difficulty.

There are 12 color categories to choose from, and these

are labeled with traditional Chinese characters, that is, the

original complex form instead of the Chinese simplified

character. These categories were adopted as options for the

color sorting due to their universality found in the landmark

study13, and each corresponding color terms were carefully

determined by an empirical survey of frequent Mandarin

color terms. The traditional characters and phonetic tran-

scriptions of these color terms are ‘‘Hong’’ (red), ‘‘Ju’’

(orange), ‘‘Huang’’ (yellow), ‘‘Lu’’ (green), ‘‘Lan’’

(blue), ‘‘Zi’’ (purple), ‘‘Fen-Hong’’ (light pink),

‘‘Tao-Hong’’ (dark pink), ‘‘Ka-Fei’’ (brown),

‘‘Hui’’ (gray), ‘‘Bai’’ (white), and ‘‘Hei’’ (black).

As discussed earlier, both synonymous and polysemous

color terms are common in Mandarin. Moreover, the idioms

of Mandarin color vocabulary vary across region, time, and

speaker. Thus, the color terms used in labeling the 12 color

categories were determined by a pretest on current popular

color vocabulary rather than by arbitrary assignment. A rank-

ing of Mandarin color term frequency counts, as listed in Ta-

ble I, was obtained by having 133 participants perform a

color vocabulary free-recall task. The voluntary participants

are native Mandarin speakers aged 18–39 years, opportunity

sampled from undergraduates, postgraduates, engineers,

TABLE I. Rank list derived from the survey of frequently used Chinese color terms.

Rank
Frequency

count

Chinese
color
term

Phonetic
transcription

English
translation

Belonged
color category
(Berlin and Kay) Denotation

1 128 Hong Red Red R

2 124 Lan Blue Blue B

3 106 Zi Purple/violet Purple P

4 95 Fen-Hong Pink Pink Pk

5 94 Lu Green Green G

6 90 Ju Tangerine Orange O

7 88 Huang Yellow Yellow Y

8 84 Ka-Fei Coffee Brown Br

9 69 Tao-Hong Deep pink Pink Dpk

10 65 Hui Gray Gray Gr

11 51 He Brown/tan Brown

12 48 Tsong Brown Brown

13 45 Cheng Orange Gray

14 44 Ching Green/blue/black Green/blue/black

15 36 Dian Indigo Blue

The top 10 terms, plus black and white, were selected as semantic labels in the color sorting experiment.
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designers, home makers, school staff members, and teachers.

The participants were instructed to ‘‘recall and write down

monolexemic color terms you often use, hear and read.’’

This task was executed without any reference resources to

elicit the most intuitive and tangible color terms currently in

use. As shown in Table I, the top 15 terms comprise mostly

universal hues,13 although some overlapping terms in similar

categories are evident. The top 10 most frequently used Chi-

nese color terms, corresponding to red, orange, yellow,

green, blue, purple, pink, brown, and gray were selected as

semantic labels in the sorting color task. Two terms,

and , which correspond to the English color term

‘‘pink’’ in related studies,17,18,36,42 are included because the

authors assume that the two terms actually denote two dis-

tinct color categories according to cultural convention. This

argument can be examined by the present color sorting

experiment. In the pretest survey, black ( Hei) and white

( Bai) were seldom counted as ‘‘color’’ terms, but still they

were adopted as options in the sorting experiment. Conse-

quently, a total of 12 Mandarin color terms serve as semantic

labels for representing basic color categories; these are

denoted in the study as R, O, Y, G, B, P, pk, dpk, Br, Gr, W,

and Bk.

Participants

Forty-four participants (some of whom also participated

in the pretest) screened with the Ishihara color vision test

took part in the experiment. All are native Mandarin

speakers aged 20–34 years, with 25 females and 19

males. Participants are undergraduate or postgraduate stu-

dents at Chiao-Tung University, and their participation

satisfied a course requirement. Participants have no formal

training in color science, and were not aware of the pur-

pose or methodology of the study.

Stimuli

Six sets of colors were generated, corresponding to six

different L levels: 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 170 cd/m2. Stim-

uli of the same L plane were evenly sampled along x- and
y-axes in the CIE1931 x–y diagram. At each L plane, the

sampling interval is 0.025 units, sweeping along the x- and
y-axes to produce a regular and equal sampling of points

within the gamut of display media. Six stimulus sets con-

tain unequal amounts of colors—67, 89, 99, 121, 64, and

21, respectively—and these amounts depend on the avail-

ability of liquid crystal display (LCD) colors at different L
levels. There are 461 distinct stimuli in total; all are plotted

in Fig. 1. The widest color gamut constrained by the display

media was measured at a level of approximately 50 cd/m2

and is denoted with three solid triangles in Fig. 1. The open

circle in the center of the 50 cd/m2 plane presents the peak

white (x ¼ 0.319, y ¼ 0.335, defined as the reference white

in the study) of the display.

A look-up table was generated by the standard meas-

uring procedure and the Matlab interpolation function was

used to produce all color stimuli. The mean errors of all

stimuli in chromaticity were also checked by the spectror-

adiometer; these were 4.42 cd/m2 in L, 0.006 in x and

0.004 in y. The mean L error increases with the L level of

stimuli. The mean errors of the stimulus sets of 5 and

10 cd/m2 are 0.38 and 0.76, respectively.

The stimulus was displayed in a square, sized 2 3 2

visual angle at the required viewing distance of 50 cm.

The background of the stimulus square was set at

60 cd/m2, the average L of all stimuli. In addition to the

FIG. 1. Stimuli plotted on the CIE1931 L–x–y color space. Six sets of stimuli in distinct L levels were evenly spaced on x–
y surfaces. The widest color gamut was measured at 50 cd/m2, and this gamut range is denoted with solid triangles. The
center open circle in the 50 cd/m2 plane represents the peak white (reference white) of the LCD monitor.
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stimulus square, there was a thin black border surrounding

the square and a white thin border surrounding the black

border. Both the inner black and outer white borders were

0.025 wide, which are too thin to cause noticeable con-

trast effect. The setting of encircling stimulus with black

or white borders, even other ‘‘decorative’’ color is com-

mon in many studies involving the assessment of color

appearance, helps to produce a display with brightness or

hue reference.10 The double border design in the experi-

ment also intends to provide a layout with peak white and

lowest L level of the display medium. Additionally, the

border reduces the potential L contrast effect between the

stimulus and the background, and holds the viewer’s

attention to the stimuli.

Apparatus

Stimuli were presented and controlled by an ASUS F6E

13.3-inch laptop. Each stimulus was displayed in the exact

center of the monitor. A well-calibrated PhotoResearchTM

PR-650 SpectraScan spectroradiometer was used to measure

all stimuli and the display characteristics of the LCD. The

output uniformity stability check of the LCD was carried out

according to a standardized procedure of 20 repeated meas-

ures. The measuring distance was 355 mm and the sample

size was 10 cm2 located in the center of the screen, and it

covers the whole field of the spectroradiometer lens. The

measuring geometry followed the recommendations of Photo

Research, Inc. (Chatsworth, CA). The adopted standard col-

orimetric observer was CIE1931 and the reference white

selected was D65. The mean maximum intensity at the cen-

ter of the screen was 235.8 cd/m2 [STD ¼ 3.28, maximum

value ¼ 241 cd/m2 (þ2.11%), with a minimum value of 229

cd/m2 (22.96%)]. The mean maximum R, G, and B intensity

and x–y value of the screen are: mean R ¼ 52 cd/m2, STD ¼
1.03, (x, y) ¼ (0.595, 0.341); G ¼ 140 cd/m2, STD ¼ 1.58,

(x, y) ¼ (0.338, 0.542); B ¼ 44.6 cd/m2, STD ¼ 0.72, (x,
y)¼ (0.161, 0.15).

Procedure

The experiment was conducted in a darkened room, with

the only light source from the LCD. The viewing distance

was set at 50 cm. The viewing distance and position were

kept constant by an adjustable chin rest table with head

fixer. There were a total of 461 trials. Participants were

instructed to sort each stimulus into one of the given color

categories. A custom keyboard with 12 tags of Mandarin

color vocabulary was used to input the sorting results. The

initial 40 trials were for practice and were not recorded.

The practiced observers were familiar with the position of

color terms on the keyboard and were able to produce

rapid and accurate sorting actions. All stimuli were pre-

sented in random succession. During the experiment, the

observers could use a pause key and a resume key to break

and restart the experiment. The flow of the experiment was

controlled by Presentation1 (Neurobehavioral System).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Zone Map of Color Categories

The participants have produced 20,284 color category

judgments via the force–choice sorting task. These judg-

ments are submitted to render color zone maps connecting

semantics with perception. Table II provides a descriptive

overview of categorical sorting results in conditions of dif-

ferent L levels. In this table, the rank order for the sum of

frequency counts is G (green), Br (brown), P (purple), B

(blue), O (orange), Y (yellow), Gr (gray), R (red), Pk

(pink), Dpk (deep pink), Bk (black), and W (white). There

were very few unreasonable judgments—precisely two

votes for Bk in 170 and one in 100 cd/m2 conditions, and

one for W in 5 and 10 cd/m2. These should be ignored,

TABLE II. The descriptive overview of categorical sorting results in different L level conditions.

R O Y G B P Pk Dpk Br Gr W Bk

5 (cd/m2) 88 23 12 671 336 578 9 19 805 104 1 304
10 (cd/m2) 203 47 34 1089 367 791 34 43 982 235 1 90
25 (cd/m2) 348 437 39 1143 399 794 38 140 798 211 0 9
50 (cd/m2) 248 786 265 1459 464 680 297 415 497 213 0 0
100 (cd/m2) 15 284 331 1077 329 224 301 17 101 127 9 1
170 (cd/m2) 4 20 300 255 124 23 87 2 22 39 46 2
Sum 906 1597 981 5694 2019 3090 766 634 3205 929 57 406

FIG. 2. The stack histogram for presenting normalized
frequency distribution of each condition. The x-axis shows
the color categories, and the y-axis shows the (accumu-
lated) ratio. The various filled gray levels are used to
denote six luminance conditions.
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because they may easily have been keyboard input errors.

The input key for black was close to the key for white.

A cross-L comparison of the normalized frequency dis-

tribution is shown in the stack histogram in Fig. 2. The x-
axis lists the given color categories, whereas y-axis
presents the ratio of original counts to stimulus numbers

of each condition, with various gray-level fills to differen-

tiate the six L levels. The histogram presents a rough

structure of the frequency distribution across color catego-

ries and L levels. The green, blue, and gray categories

give relatively even frequency ratios, implying that these

three color concepts are luminance invariant; that is, they

exist in all L conditions. In contrast, the other color cate-

gories are perceived at a limited number of L levels. Red,

purple, and brown are more frequently perceived in me-

dium to low L conditions, orange and deep pink are rec-

ognized in middle L conditions and yellow and pink are

apparent in high L conditions. It is particularly notewor-

thy that the chosen color terms (except for the achromatic

terms) are often referred to as ‘‘hue’’ terms, suggesting

that these should be more or less independent from lumi-

nance and saturation. However, some ‘‘hue’’ terms, such

FIG. 3. Upper six x–y diagrams of different L levels using circle color and size to present color category and mode size,
respectively. The lower diagram combines all results and differentiates the modes of six conditions with open circles that
decrease in size. The larger outer circle represents the mode of the 170 cd/m2 condition, and the smallest circle repre-
sents the mode of the 5 cd/m2 condition.
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as yellow and deep pink, seems to be typical of specific

luminance levels. This luminance-dependent phenomenon

in color category sorting has been addressed39 and will be

discussed further in the following section.

The interaction between the L condition and the recog-

nized color category is illustrated in Fig. 3. The upper six

x–y chromaticity diagrams with colored circles represent

the demarcated color zones in six L conditions. The coor-

dinates of each circle’s center correspond to those of the

stimulus. The colors of the circles intuitively symbolize

the category that gained maximum votes, the mode, except

for the light gray in the L ¼ 170 condition symbolizes

white. In addition, the circle sizes correspond to the maxi-

mum number of judgments to visualize the degree of con-

sensus better under each stimulus condition. Generally,

larger circles symbolize the focal color of the category

spread over the peripheral districts of high purity in color-

imetry, whereas the smaller circles are found in the com-

mon border between distinct color zones and in the central

area of low purity surrounding the reference white.

The composition of color zones appears to be diverse

across the six L conditions. In the lowest L condition (5

cd/m2), there are only five perceptually dominant catego-

ries: green, blue, brown, purple, and black. As luminance

levels increase, the other color categories gradually

become apparent. Specifically, red and gray become rec-

ognizable from L ¼ 10, orange and deep pink from L ¼
25 and pink and yellow from L ¼ 50. Certain color cate-

gories become less apparent in higher L conditions; spe-

cifically, red, deep pink, and brown are seldom identified

from L ¼ 100. In the highest L condition (170 cd/m2),

only yellow, pink, blue, green, and white remain visible.

These results suggest that a common concept of color, la-

beled with a specific color term, is not merely an idea of

a hue independent from brightness and saturation informa-

tion. The results suggest that some color (hue) terms, such

as red, yellow, pink, and others are strongly associated

with luminance.

The lower diagram in Fig. 3 combines the above six

diagrams. It reveals the spatial changes of color category

compositions along with L level conditions. The color of

the open circle represents the mode of color sorting and

the size of the circle corresponds to the L level. The larg-

est outer circles denote color zones designated in L ¼
170, and the inner smaller circles that decrease in size

denote gradually decreasing L conditions. The color con-

sistency of the concentric circles is an index of the degree

of luminance dependency in the sorting results. Stimuli

located around the borders between categories appear

more ambiguous, and naturally are designated into differ-

ent categories when luminance changes. The top and

lower-left corner of the gamut triangle, demarcated as

green, blue, and partial purple, show strong consistency

across all L levels. However, color zones in the area from

the center to lower-right corner of the triangle are

strongly influenced by luminance conditions. It is impor-

tant to note the superseding pattern of some groups in that

area, such as a warm color group (yellow, orange, and

brown) and another group (pink, deep pink, and purple).

Members in these two groups seem to displace each other

as the luminance conditions change. It is remarkable that

the brown category overlaps a large range of color cate-

gories according to the fluctuation of luminance. A stimu-

lus fixed in a chromaticity coordinate is recognized as

brown in lower L but would be called yellow, orange or

even pink as the L gets higher. In addition, the gray cate-

gory also demonstrates a similar but weaker effect; it can

substitute for many other colors as the luminance condi-

tion changes. This effect is related to the so-called ‘‘wild-

card’’ phenomenon.43

The particularized formation within each color cate-

gory’s luminance condition is presented in Figs. 4–7.

Each figure contains 6 3 3 (the number of L levels by

the number of color categories) diagrams of smoothed-out

contour maps and all diagrams share the equivalent x–y
unit and scale. The contour-smoothing algorithm was pro-

vided by OriginPro by OriginLab. The denotation of the

conditions (cd/m2—color category name) is shown in top-

left corner of each diagram. The small black dot in the

midlle of diagram marks the position of reference white.

Different fills of gray level between contour lines repre-

FIG. 4. Contour line map showing the formation of red,
orange, and yellow. A detailed description is in the text.
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sent the frequency ratio of the observers’ judgments.

Zones filled with black indicate that these obtained over

90% of the votes for the corresponding color terms, which

means they are focal zones with the least controversy.

The other gray fills gradually increase in lightness accord-

ing to their respective percentage of votes, with a decreas-

ing interval of 10%. Consequently, the darker the zone

fill, the higher the frequency, and the more representative

the stimulus. The darkest gray fill indicates 80–90%

votes, whereas the lightest fill (white) indicates 10–20%

votes. A frequency ratio below 10% is ignored and filled

with slash lines to mark the gamut. These contour line

maps reflect the noticeable transformation of each color

zone involving luminance variation. Each color category

shows distinct pattern of emergence, congregation and

lapse on the color space.

Figure 4 presents zones of red, orange, and yellow

categories that show prominent lumiance-dependent fea-

tures in their distribution. The red is recognizable below

50 cd/m2, and its focal zone (the zone with highest ratio)

is relatively small, reaching only 70–80% ratio level. The

covered area completely overlaps with the brown zone in

5 cd/m2, although the probability of seeing red at this L

level is quite low. The orange zone is also designated at

restricted luminance levels, mainly in 50 and 100 cd/m2.

The formation of the orange contour map reveals a very

concentrated pattern; it contains a recognizable focal zone

of over 90% in 50 cd/m2 level, and then the zone dimin-

ishes drastically in 100 and 25 cd/m2 levels. The range of

orange and brown categories also overlap considerably,

and brown also overlaps with yellow. The yellow zone is

recognizable in conditions above 50 cd/m2, and the focal

zone of over 90% can be found in 100 and 170 cd/m2

level. The first three color categories discussed thus far

contain colors of long wavelength range. Their territories

are all luminance-dependent, and overlap with the brown

zone in low luminance conditions. This result is consist-

ent with the familiar perception that so-called warm col-

ors (red, orange, and yellow) would shift into brown as

they become darker.

Another cluster of color category zones—green, blue,

and purple—is shown in Fig. 5. Apparently, viewers were

able to percieve these three colors across all six lumi-

nance levels, except that purple was infrequently indenti-

fied in 170 cd/m2 condition. The green category might be

considered as a unique color concept that is particularly

FIG. 5. Contour line map showing the formation of green,
blue, and purple. A detailed description is in the text.

FIG. 6. Contour line map showing the formation of pink,
deep pink, and brown. A detailed description is in the text.
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easy to define, given its large focal zone of over 90%

votes and sharp border. Its dense peripheral contour lines

reflect a steep fall in frequency ratio. The loaction of the

focal zone remains constant, rather than shifting with

luminance changes. Moreover, the overlapping area

between the green zone and neighboring purple, green,

and brown zones is very limited in size. A similar pattern

of contour lines can be found in the blue zone, although

its covered range is much narrower than that of the green

zone. The purple category is also a easy-to-identify color,

as revealed in the concentrated pattern in the map, typi-

cally in conditions below 50 cd/m2. However, the percep-

tual definition of purple seems not as distinct as that of

blue or green. In the darker conditions, its zone overlaps

partially with those of brown and red, wheras in lighter

conditions it overlaps with deep pink and pink. Generally,

when compared with the previously discussed warm color

cluster and the other color categories, the three colors in

Fig. 5 demonstrate the notable characteristic of being pre-

ceptable across every L level. Furthermore, the overlap-

ping zone between these and neighboring colors is rela-

tively small, especially for the green and blue zones. All

of these observed features suggest that the psychological

quality of these colors is more universal, stable and less

ambiguous when compared with other colors in the study.

Figure 7 shows the contour map of the achromatic cate-

gories of gray, white, and black. The gray zone distributes

around the lower-left area in all luminance situations,

close to the intersection of the blue, purple, green, and

brown zones. It also appears more clearly in the middle

luminance levels, and switches to black in the lowest

luminance conditions. The term of white was used only in

170 cd/m2 condition, and its zone encircles the white

point. White and black categories gained very low votes,

perhaps due to the fact that observers were provided with

thin outlines of white and black for reference with each

stimulus. Literally, gray and black should be neutral color

concepts that do not involve any hue information. How-

ever, the results show gray as a category that represents

the ‘‘cold’’ cluster of colors, typically blue and purple, in

very low saturation conditions, and black corresponds to

cold colors in very low saturation and luminance condi-

tions. The actual neutral exemplar in any luminance level

should be located around the reference white point, just

as in the white zone. Based on the present results, the

ideal neutral point lies on the border between the brown

and gray/black zones.

Response time and Boundary Definition

With the constrained option of 12 color terms, the per-

ceptual regions corresponding to the main color categories

on the CIE x–y diagram were carefully mapped out, as

shown in all previous figures. However, the regions

defined in those figures, such as the distinct color zones

seen in Fig. 3, were based on one single statistic: namely,
the quantity of votes for a certain color term. Another
way to help define the boundary between color territories
is to take into account the task difficulty measure. In this
study, the RTs in each sorting trial are rendered as de-
pendent factors relative to the ease in making a color cat-
egory judgment. It is assumed that the more ambiguous
the color, the longer it takes to discriminate and sort the
color into one of the given categories. The RTs were also

considered to reflect the inner categorical structure in the

related studies.9,10,44 While the size of the mode is an

index of the commonness of the stimulus, the RT is an

index of the distinctiveness of the stimulus. A stimulus

that results in a rapid response plus a larger mode to the

same color term signifies that it is well located in the cen-

ter zone of a color category (i.e., it is a typical example

of that category). The reverse situation, with a long RT

and fewer votes, indicates a stimulus located in the pe-

riphery of a category or the boundary between categories.

Figures 8 and 9 visualize two factors: the 50%/75%

vote threshold and the contour map of RTs, respectively.

Both figures contain six luminance levels in the x–y dia-

gram of the same scale. Fig. 8 uses a unitary criterion to

demarcate the boundary of color zones: namely, the vote

frequency counts of 75% level (color fills) and 50% level

(color lines). Figure 9 presents RT in terms of contour

lines on the color space. The black area corresponds to

FIG. 7. Contour line map showing the formation of gray,
white, and black. A detailed description is in the text.
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RT below 1.5 s, whereas the white area corresponds to

time beyond 2.25 s.

It is interesting to examine the connection between the

spatial constitutions in these two figures. The center tend-

ency index can demarcate the core zone of the category,

as shown in Fig. 8, whereas the RTs information gives ro-

bust weight to the boundary. In Fig. 9, there are several

prominent hot spots (black areas) embedded in the inert

ground (white areas). The white and lightest gray areas,

representing long RTs, are generally consistent with the

areas of achromatic center and boundaries between cate-

gories in Fig. 8. The Pearson correlation coefficient of the

size of mode and the RT of each stimulus in low to high

L conditions is 20.846 (P \ 0.01), 20.874 (P \ 0.01),

20.816 (P \ 0.01), 20.81 (P \ 0.01), 20.763 (P \
0.01), and 20.103 (P ¼ 0.67), respectively. High and sta-

ble negative correlation can be observed in most condi-

tions. This effect disappears only in the L ¼ 170 condi-

tion. Generally, the relation between measured RTs and

color boundaries is consistent with Guest’s study adopting

RTs as one of the quantified index presenting the percep-

tual boundaries in the free color-naming behavior.10

FIG. 9. Contour maps presenting RTs in six luminance conditions. The light areas indicate longer RTs, or the more diffi-
cult sorting decisions, whereas black areas indicate the faster RTs and easier response zones. The darker areas roughly
correspond to the color zones in Fig. 8, except in L ¼ 170 condition.

FIG. 8. Zones of color categories in six luminance conditions. The boundaries are demarcated by 75% and 50% votes
ratio, which are marked with color fills and color lines, respectively. These two threshold levels partition the x–y surface
into distinct zones without overlapping.
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The RT measure also reveals the distribution of percep-

tual distinctiveness (saliency) on the color space. Figure 10

presents the luminance-against-RT line plot that connects

the mean RT of the color categories in certain L conditions.

Note that the figure does not contain every category in ev-

ery condition. To prevent the interference of the RT of non-

typical judgments, each line of color category only presents

the L conditions in which obtained votes surpass 10% of all

votes within the category. The white category is not

included, because its votes ratio reaches 10% only in L ¼
170 condition. The line plot shows that the RT is both cate-

gory- and luminance-related. For the categories of green,

blue, and purple, the mean RTs are generally shorter across

all L conditions. This suggests that observers can easily and

rapidly decide whether a given color belongs to the green,

blue or purple categories, even though these three are next-

door neighbors on color category maps. However, the

lengths of RT in the other categories vary with luminance.

The RTs of gray drop drastically, indicating that gray is

easier to determine in higher L levels, whereas RTs of

brown show the reverse trend. The rest of the color catego-

ries also have shorter RTs in their corresponding dominant

L levels. The mean RT of the orange category, for instance,

drops at L ¼ 50, which is the luminance level at which the

color is most frequently recognized.

Rapid RTs can be found in the highest L condition of L
¼ 170, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10. This appears to be

somewhat in conflict with the previous point that RT

serves as an index of the ease level of the task, as a color

displayed in very high luminance should decrease in the

perception of saturation,45 and it should thus become

more difficult to determine its appropriate hue category.

However, there are two possible reasons for the actual

result. First, the limitation of the display gamut makes the

colors of high L conditions vary in restricted numbers of

categories. The second reason is that under such high

luminance conditions, the observers actually make a

color-or-white distinction, that is, they simply sort the

stimulus into one of two main categories. The psychologi-

cal distance between these two categories should be larger

than that between many other color categories, such as

green and yellow. With the limitation of the gamut dis-

play, the number of subcategories under the broader

‘‘color’’ category is even fewer, as designated by the yel-

low, green, blue, and pink zones in Fig. 8. These factors

could reduce the task difficulty in L ¼ 170 condition and

contribute to the quick response.

SUMMARY

The study presents the formation of color categories

through a 12-color-terms sorting experiment that uses

native Mandarin speakers as participants. The adopted

categorical color terms were determined to be universal

among human cultures,10,13,16–18,36,39,42 and were con-

firmed to be frequently used by a free-recall pretest. The

range of each term-related color category among observ-

ers was carefully plotted on the CIE 1931 chromaticity

diagram on six luminance planes. Unlike many studies

adopting reflective materials, limited saturation or lumi-

nance setting, or irregular sampling in designing stimuli,

this study’s illuminant stimuli vary regularly in terms of

hue, lightness, and saturation and can systematically cap-

ture the spatial structure of color categories in different

perceptual dimensions. In general, this experimental

design leads to an intriguing finding in the results:

namely, the changing shape of the color zone depending

on purity and luminance. These two colorimetrical param-

eters correspond roughly to saturation and lightness. In

the seminal Color Categories in Thought and Language,11

Jameson and D’Andrade argue that within the internal

perceptual color space, hue interacts with saturation and

lightness to produce ‘‘bumps.’’ Bumps are defined as the

salient representation of color categories or the foci col-

ors. The formation of focal color zones located at differ-

ent luminance levels and eccentricities (see Figs. 4–7)

apparently support and ‘‘visualized’’ this theory.

The formation of color categories shows the various

degrees of the luminance effect. The most luminance-irrele-

vant cluster includes green, blue, purple, and gray. These

four colors, particularly green and blue, are identified across

all luminance levels. Additionally, the shape of the corre-

sponding contour map remains stable, and the location of the

foci of these categories is consistent across all conditions.

Moreover, the RTs of the green, blue, and purple categories

are the shortest among all colors, and are unrelated to varian-

ces in luminance. All measures indicate that these three color

concepts, particularly green, are more psychologically dis-

tinctive, salient and robust than others. Green gained the

most votes in the experiment with the lowest mean RT, and

its zones are encircled by sharp contour edges. Interestingly,

the locations of these three categories on the color space are

close. Blue is adjacent to green and purple is adjacent to

blue. These color categories are similar in chromaticity,

but distinct in category distinguishing. Nevertheless, many

categories can be frequently identified and appear typical

FIG. 10. Line plot of the mean RTs of 11 color categories
(white is excluded) in their frequently identified luminance
conditions. The y-axis shows milliseconds and the x-axis
shows luminance.
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only in certain restricted luminance ranges. Red is typical in

L ¼ 10–25, deep pink in L ¼ 50, orange in L ¼ 50–100, pink

in L ¼ 100, and yellow in L ¼ 100–170. Conceptually, these

color categories are different shades of the ‘‘warm’’ color

cluster and are bound tightly by luminance conditions. In

low luminance levels, the same chromaticity location of

warm colors could easily be identified as brown. Addition-

ally, the red, deep pink and pink categories, which belong to

the ‘‘Hong’’ (red) cluster in Mandarin, appear to be typical in

three distinct ascending luminance levels. Their foci loca-

tions do not overlap. These factors indicate that Hong, Fen-

Hong, and Tao-Hong could be independent categories

among Mandarin speakers. Also, the claims of earlier studies

of Mandarin, which accounted only for six color catego-

ries,13 could be inappropriate to apply to the contemporary

Mandarin environment. In Berlin and Kay’s survey on the

development of color terms in worldwide languages, Man-

darin has only four chromatic color terms: red, green, yel-

low, and blue. Some researchers argue that these limitations

are refutable and have tried to propose new evidence.18

Furthermore, it is important to note that the foci of

brown and gray are located symmetrical to the reference

white. Traditionally, gray should serve as a representation

of achromatic stimuli, but the results show that it actually

stands in for ‘‘cold’’ colors in low saturation conditions,

whereas brown stands in for warm colors in similar condi-

tions. The exact neutral gray may only exist in perfectly

controlled viewing conditions, which are seldom found in

the real world. Supposedly, these two wild-card color

concepts43 are capable of conveying near achromatic

shades of cold- and warm-tinted colors.

The present results are comparable with the study that

uses similar viewing conditions and color space but

employed Japanese native speakers’ as observers.39 The

most intrigued contrast in the comparison is that the distinct

location of boundaries between blue and green are different

than the location observed in these two studies. The green

areas in this study’s color zone maps extended further than

the blue areas, whereas the reverse was found in the com-

parative study. Also, the red area in this study is narrower

than that in the Japanese study. Other than the differences

in area size of red and the boundary location of blue and

green, the remaining color categories were similarly spaced

in both studies. Interestingly, blue and green can be loosely

represented by a term in a literary language used by ancient

Chinese, and this ancient Chinese written language influ-

enced both modern Mandarin and Japanese. Perhaps, the

conventional definitions of blue and green in modern Man-

darin and Japanese developed differently. In conclusion, a

greater quantity of substantial empirical data would

undoubtedly improve the overall understanding of the cate-

gorical color-naming issue.
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